
eastlinkeventscentre.com709.466.4105

If you are ill, please stay home.

Pre-registration is highly recommended, but not mandatory. Visit Clarenville Active Living 
to register. A new registration form is posted every Sunday at 8pm. Anyone who does not 
register in advance must complete a contact tracing form upon entry into the facility. 

Participant will enter the building at the main entrance on the lower level and exit through 
the back-stairwell exit. Doors will be locked until 15 minutes prior to your ice time. 

Mask must be worn entering the building but can removed once helmet (exceptions must 
be sign off at start of season) are placed on your head!

Dressing Rooms will be available for putting on footwear and helmets, etc.  The room 
benches will be marked for physical distancing and rooms will be sanitized between ses-
sions.  At the conclusion of the session, users will have 15 minutes to remove their be-
longings from the dressing rooms and exit the building. 

Enter the ice surface through the gate provided and teams can assemble on their respective rinks!

No shaking of hands at the start or finish of a game!

Physical distancing of two meters is always required! Skips can call off sweepers as required.

Players will select the two numbered rocks that they will play and be responsible for the 
entire duration of the game! No one else should touch these rocks at any time!   Upon 
completion of an end each player will return their rocks to the side of the house in the 
order from skip - lead!  This will give time for the skip to get to the house for the start of 
the next end!

Only one sweeper will sweep, but sweepers can change at any point in the end!

Player from opposing teams should give clear way when the other team is delivering the rock!

Only one sweeper from each team may sweep rocks in the house!

Mates will be the only persons to place scores on the board following each end!

Upon completion of the game, any brooms that are used from the facility will be placed in 
the container marker ‘sanitation required’!  These brooms will be sanitized by staff prior to 
the next session!

Players will leave the ice as soon as their game is finished, put on outdoor footwear, etc. 
And leave through the back of the building. Take all personal belongings with you!
No social activities or congregating inside the building will be permitted.

Please Note: We are working on a system to avoid any handling of cash, but for now please bring
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6 to your session. (1st Session is FREE) A staff person or volunteer curler will collect your admission.  
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